MEETING NOTICE

TIME: 11:45 A.M.
DATE: Thursday, February 8, 2018
PLACE: Evan’s Kitchen,
855 - 57th Street
Sacramento, CA 95819
(Their private banquet space is opposite the restaurant.)
Lunch is $25. Cash, checks and credit cards accepted.

Note: Please RSVP ASAP

Program presented by: Scott Johnson, RepCor

Properly sizing an Automatic Control Valve (ACV) in its most common configuration as a pressure reducing valve, in plumbing, waterworks and fire suppression applications.

Scott started in the industry as a Fire and Waterworks specialist in 2015 at Repcor, the Northern California rep for Watts and Ames. Scott is a certified backflow tester and member of AFSA, NCBPA, WCWWA, AIM/R, as well as a CPMR graduate.

Please RSVP to: claired@sacvalleyassoc.net